ABSTRACT. This paper is focused on the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues for semielliptic operators under weaker smoothness assumptions on coefficients of operators than those of F. E. Browder [3] and Y. Kannai [8] by applying the method of Maruo-Tanabe [9] .
1. Introduction and main theorem. The asymptotic behaviour of resolvent kernels and the distribution of eigenvalues for semielliptic operators have been studied by several authors, for example, F. E. Browder [3] and Y. Kannai [8] . In these works, the authors treated those operators with C°° coefficients. In this note, we shall study operators having weaker smoothness conditions on their coefficients. A domain Í2 of R" will be called an n-box with its sides of lengths r¡ (1 < i < n), if Í2 is the set {x G £"|0 < xt < r¡, 1 < i < n} or its translation. Further, we denote by Hm(£l) the space of functions u in £2(£2) for which the distribution derivatives Dau are also in £2(Í2) for |a:/n|<l;the space has the usual norm
Mm"Mm,a-(f Z\Dau?dxJ. done by E. Giusti [6] , T. Matsuzawa [10] and L. P. Volevich [15] . Associated with the sesquilinear form a(u, v) is the operator A on D(A) C V to V* defined by a(u, v) = (Au, v), for u G D(A) and for any v E V. As is well known A is a positive and selfadjoint operator in £2(S2). Further, the parenthesis ( , ) on the right-hand side is the.duality between V and V. Identifying £2(Í2) with its antidual we may consider V C £2(Í2) C V* algebraically and topologically. Then V is a dense subspace of V*. The following various assumptions of smoothness for the coefficients aaß(x) appearing in the form a(u, v) are now considered: The aaß(x) are s-(l) uniformly continuous for |a + ß:m\ = 2; s-(2)
uniformly Holder continuous of order h for |a + ß:m\ = 2; s- (3) in C1+A(i2i) for |a + ß:m\ = 2 and uniformly Holder continuous of order n for 2 -2a < |a + ß:m\ < 2 -a; s-(A) in C2+"(S21) for |a + ß:m\ = 2, in C1+h(Slx) for 2-2a<|a + ftm|<2-a and uniformly Holder continuous of order n for 2 -3a < |a + ß:m\ < 2 -2a; s-(5) constants in Í2 for |a + ß:m\ = 2 and in C°°(£2j)
for |a + ß:m\ < 2;
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where £2j is a domain containing £2 and « isa number satisfying 0 <h <a/b. We shall now be able to state the main theorem as follows:
Theorem. Let £2 be an n-box and c < 1. Let N(t) be the number of eigenvalues of the operator' A which do not exceed t for t > 0. Then the following asymptotic formulas for N(t) hold as t -*■ °°:
N(t) = c0tc + 0(tc-ae'2)
for any number 8 satisfying
where « is such that 0 < « < a/b, sin (en) r co = -cir h co^dx' c0(x) = (2n)-"fRn\ Z' aa0(x)r+i + it"1 ¿fe 2. Certain properties for operators on Hm(n). Let Q be the set of rational numbers, and let J(m) = {/ G (2l|a:m| = / for some multi-index a}, Jk(m) = {« G J(m)\h < k}, and IMU = Z ll-Da"Ho for s e Am).
|a :m\=s A number of lemmas given on pp. 571-576 of [8] are used later; they are listed here as Lemmas 2.1-2.3.
Lemma 2.1. If u G £jm(£2) for any n-box £2 or £2 = R",or if u G 77jm(£2) for any open set £2 of R", then Dau G ¿2(£2) for any multiindex a satisfying \a:m\ = s < 1. Furthermore if the lengths of edges of an n-box £2 are rx, • • «, rn, then (for s < 1) NU <C3r-*ftlBÍfo + IMIo^jlMlJi; »fAjŵ here the constant C depends only on m.
Lemma 2.2 (Sobolev type). If u E Hm(Sl) for any n-box £2 or Í2 = R", or if u E Hm(Sl) for any open set £2, then u is (equal almost everywhere to) a continuous function satisfying \U(X)\ < Cllwll'-^llHllf or a positive number s > c, where C is a constant depending only on m and on s.
Lemma 2.3. Let £2 be an n-box or R" and let T be a bounded linear operator in £2(Í2) such that the range, R(T),of T is contained in Hsm(£l) for s E J(m) with s > c. Then there exists a kernel K(x, y) of T such that (Tf)(x) = Jn K(x, y)f(y)dy for every f in £2(Í2). Moreover (i) K(x0, y) E £2(Í2) for each fixed x0 E £2; (ii) for each fixed x, K(x, •) isa uniformly continuous function of y from £2 to £2(S2);
(iii) the following estimate holds:
(Ja lK(x> yrfdy) < entsinn}"*".
where C is a constant depending only on m and on s.
In the following setting of a bounded operator 5 from V* to V we use the notations IISHL2-L2> mLl_y, WS\\V^V, \\S\\v^l2
to denote the norms of S as an operator on £2(Í2) to £2(£2), on £2(£2) to V, etc. From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, with s = 1, we can establish the following lemma, which is similar to Lemma 3.2 given on p. 328 of [9] (we omit its proof which is nearly identical to that of [9] ). Lemma 2.4. Let Í2 be an n-box or Rn. Suppose that S is a bounded linear operator on V* to V and that c < 1. Then there exists a function M(x, y) in C(ñ x ñ) such that (Sf)(x) = ¡n M(x, y)f(y)dy for every f G £2(Í2). Furthermore, this kernel M(x, y) of S has the estimate \M(x,y)\ < ^^K^K^Kf or some constant C depending only on m.
Let A be the operator associated with the symmetric sesquilinear form a(u, v) and let X be a complex number which is not on the positive real axis. Then by use of the Lax-Milgram theorem, we can show that the inverse, (A -X)-1, of A -X is a bounded operator on V*. We now quote Lemma 3.1 given on pp. 326-327 of [9] as follows.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 2.5. There exists a constant C (depending on 8,supaa0,m and n) such that the following estimates hold:
Here and in what follows d(K) is defined to be the distance from the point X to the positive real axis.
We state, without proofs, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, which are similar to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 given on pp. 328-329 of [9] .
Lemma 2.6. Let £2 be an n-box or R". Then there exists a constant C (depending only on m and on s) such that for any s G J(m) with 0 < s < 1, the following estimates hold:
1104 -XrVlU <C\\\*<l+*'>d(krl\\f\\v., for any /G V*, and 1104 -\)~lf\\sm < CIXprfiXrMl/Ho-for any /G L2(£2).
Lemma 2.7. Let £2 be an n-box or R". Then there exists a constant C (depending only on m and on s) such that for any s G J(m) with 0 < s < 1 the estimate IMU < cixr^-^iML + ixñMio) holds for any u G V. Proof. Let u = (A -XT1/ -(A0 -X)_1(r/) and v = %u = 5X/ G £>m(5"(x°; e)) C Hm(H) C V, where 5"(x°; e) = {xERn\\x, -x°| < e1/1"', 1 < 1 < n}. Then it is readily verified that 
From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We now carry out Ij as follows: Similarly, for / G ¿2(£2) we have I12 < Ce-6|X|,4-I'/2i7(X)-1|l/llo5(u).
Similar to the bounds for Iî2 we find
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{Ce-2b\X\v'-bdfX^WfW^v), for /G£2(S2).
Since e-1|Xr,/4 <1 implies e\X\1/¡ > 1, (e|X|y2)-2ft < (e\X\V2)-". Thus I13 < I12. Consequently, we get
for/GF*, and (3.5') ij <Ce-ft|X|v'2-ft/2li(X)-1||/||0£(ü), for/G£2(í2).
we have <Ce-6|X|1-(a+&)/2«i(X)-1||/llK*^). Similarly, we find (3.6') I2 < Ce-b\X\*-(a+»V2d(X)-* ||/||0£(t;), for / G £2(S2).
It is evident that the bound of I3 is the same as that of I2. For I4 we have I4 <C
If |X| >l, \Xra'2 <1 and e-ö|X|i-(a+o)/2|xr/2 <e-ö|X|i-(«+i>)/2 <e-ö|X|i-ö/2.
thus, from (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), we get
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use I, + I2 + I3 + I4 (3.8) <C(e-b\\\1-bl2 + 2e-ö|X|1-(<2+ft>/2 + e-&|X|1-(a+&>/2|Xra/2)
for / G V*. Similarly, it follows from (3.5'), (3.6') and (3.7') that (3.8') Ij + I2 + I3 + I4 < Ce-ft|X|'/2-ft/2 CÍO)"1 ||/l!0ß(u),
for / G ¿2(£2). From (3.3), (3.8) and (3.8') we have
\cF(e, X,
which implies that
Consequently, we obtain (i) \\v\\m < KxF(e, X, OIXIdiXrMl/llK., A lemma which is similar to Lemma 4.2 given on p. 332 of [9] is now stated below. ,K,(A,»)-^"»"<cK^y, where c <l and 5(x°) = min{l, dist(x°, 3S2)}. 4 . Approximation of coefficients by smooth functions. We shall approximate the coefficients aaß by functions in C°°(R") so that we can apply Kannai's results of [8] . Let p denote the real-valued even function in Cq(Rx)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for which suppfjo) is contained in the set {x¡ G Rl\\x¡\ < l/y/ñ}, 1 </'<«. We write for x = (Xj, • • •, x") G R" >M-'-"*U*{jk (ii) when e <à,pe*f0(x) = f0(x) in the set {x E Rn\\x¡ -x°| < SI I m i 1 ¡m i , ^ ._ , * -e , 1 < i < n};
(iii) for any x G R" we have \pe*foix)-f0ix°)\<2ôb Z ia*/(*°)i.
la 1=1
We would like to modify the coefficients of a(«, v), but leave semiellipticity of a(«, v) invariant.
Suppose that the coefficients of a(«, v) satisfy the smoothness condition s-(A). Select e' and S so that 0 < e' < S < 1, then pick any fixed point x°o f SI. We shall apply Lemma 4.1 to aaß for |a + ß:m\ = 2 and Lemma 4.2 to aaß for |a + ß:m\ = 2 -a. For |a + ß:m\ = 2, let a°aß and C^(x°) be the function and the constant defined by (4.1) and (4.2) respectively with / and e replaced by aaß and e', and set alaß(x°) = pe,*a^lß(x°) -C"P(x°).
For |a + ß:m\ = 2 -a, let a^ß be the function defined by (4.3) with / replaced by aaß and set a^(x°) =p£,*a0¡/3(x0). For |a 4-ß:m\ = 2 -2a and |a + ß:m\ = 2 -3a, we put a^ß(x) = aaß(x°) and a^(x) = 0 respectively. We shall consider the following symmetric sesquilinear form fli("> «0 = Z L alßix)DauWvdx.
(l.i) J" p Lemma 4.3. Let SI beann-boxor R". Then there exist two positive constants C¿ and C such that axiu, u) > C'Q\\u\\2m -C\\ufQ e for any u E Hm(Sl) provided that, as stated above, S and e' are sufficiently small and independent of x° (an arbitrary point in SI) with 0 < e' < Ô < 1.
Next, consider the case when the coefficients aaß satisfy the condition s-(3). For |a + ß:m\ = 2, letting a%ß be defined by (4.3) with aaß in place of/, we put alß(x) = pe,*a^ß(x). For |a + ß:m\ = 2 -a and |a + ftm| = 2 -2a, we put a2ß(x) = aaß(x°) and a^^x) = 0 respectively. After the coefficients a2ß are so defined we construct the sesquilinear form as follows: o2(u,v)= Z fa a2aß(x)DauD^dx for any u, v E Hm(Sl). In the case when the coefficients aaß satisfy the condition s-(2), we put a\ß(x) = aaß(x°) for |a 4- With a minor change of notations a method given on pp. 87-89 of [1] can be readily adopted to prove the following lemma. Since the proof of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 6.1 given on pp. 336-338 of [9] , we merely state the changes of bounds of \aaß(x) -aaß(x)\ which are necessary in the semielliptic case. First consider aaß for |a + ß:m\ = 2. Let e be such that 0 < e < min{e0, 5 -e'} where e0 = dist(£2, dSlx). Then in view of Lemma 4. For a compact subset of £2, Y. Kannai's result and ours agree. In the main theorem we assume that £2 is an n-box and £2X is a domain containing £2. Letting £2 be a domain containing £2, as the assumption of the previous section, we set Z' alfWF+e > CM) (1, 1) for any x G £2, where C is a constant independent of x G £2, i = 1, 2, 3. Let A¡ be the operator associated with a¡(u, v), the sesquilinear form defined the same approach as that of Lemma 3.1. We shall omit the detail.
Lemma 5.4. For any p>0 and any X with \X\ > 1 there exists a constant C = C(p), which is independent of x° E SI and X, such that i = A, 5, 6, where c < 1.
Proof. Using the same method as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, the inequalities follow from Lemmas 2.4 and 5.3.
For the resolvent kernels of the operators with smooth coefficients Kannai has established very general results in [8] . In order to adopt his result for our purpose, we first quote from [8] the following. Let Q = {q E Rx\q >b, q/a is a natural number}. The function u E C°°(Sl) has a zero of type q with respect to m at a point x° of Í2 where q E Q U {+ <»} if u and all its derivatives Dau with \a:m\<q vanish at x°. If u(x°) =£ 0 we say that u has a zero of type q = 0 at x°.
Further, we denote by q0 = <70(x°) the maximal element of q in Q U {+ «>}; all the coefficients of aaß(x) -aaß(x°) for |a + ß:m\ = 2, have a zero of type q0 at x°,andby q¡ = q¡(x°) (/> 0) denote the maximal element of q in Q U {0} U {+ °°}; all the coefficients of aaß(x) for |a + ß:m\ = 2 -ja, have a zero of type qf at x°. We associate with the sesquilinear form a(u, v) a number 0(x°) defined by n Qi + fo 6(x°) = min -2-- We repeat the assertion of [8] that in the elliptic case, or in similar cases
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In the following we shall prove a theorem under the conditions s-(2), s-(3) or s-(4). Since we have to apply lemmas in the previous sections in proving the theorem, we have to examine that the inequality €-b|X|i-&/2¿(X)-i <! with |x|>i and 0<e<l, assumed for those lemmas, holds also under the smoothness assumptions. In order to have a unified argument, we introduce three constants Cx, C2 and C3 such that Cx = C2 = C3 = 0 for s-(2), Cx = 3, C2 = 1, C3 = 2 for s-(3) and Cx -4, C2 = C3 = 2 for s- (4) Tmz2*±û <0.
2(1 +a)
Under s-(4) (C2 = C3 = 2), (5.8) gives T = 0. Consequently, since V is nonpositive in all three cases, (5.7) implies that I < C|X|-ae/2. Obviously, it follows from 8 < 1 that ii = ixra/2 < ixra6/2.
By noting that d(X) > \\\l~b6l2 and taking e as in (5.3), in order to achieve in < ixie<e> < ixrae/2 where , lía + C3b) 8 ) e(ö) = 2jC +h j " bi + b6 + b6f\ < ~a°12
we must impose on 8 the condition for any fixed X which belongs to the resolvent set, and the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent for any (x, y) G £2 x £2. By using the notation
